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Ž .We consider a problem of minimization of convex function f x over the convex
region R where the objective function and the feasible region have a common
direction of recession. In cases when one of these directions is not in the constancy
space of the objective function, then the minimal solution is not achieved even if
Ž .the function f x is bounded below over the region R. Many algorithms, if applied
to this class of programmes, do not guarantee convergence to the global infimum.
Our approach to this problem leads to derivation of the equation of the feasible
Ž .parametrized curve C t , such that the infimum of the logarithmic penalty function
along this curve is equal to the global infimum of the objective function over the
region R. We show that if all functions defining the program are analytic, then
Ž .C t is also an analytic function. The equation of the curve can be successfully used
Ž .to determine the global infimum in particular, unboundedness of the convex
constrained programmes in cases when the application of classical methods, such
as the steepest descent method, fails to converge to the global infimum. Q 1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem
minimize f xŽ .0
n <  4subject to: x g R s x g R f x F 0, i g I s 1, 2, . . . , m 1.1 4Ž . Ž .i
Ž .  4where f x , i g I j 0 , are analytic convex functions with unboundedi
level sets. For simplicity of notation the objective function will also be
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Ž . Ž . Ž .referred to as f x . We assume that int R / B. The problem 1.1 either
Ž Ž .has a finite infimum although there may be no such point at which f x
. Ž .achieves its minimum , or the function f x is unbounded from below
w x2]8 .
w xIt is well known 11 that the minimum of the convex problem of the
Ž .form 1.1 is not achieved only if the objective function and the feasible
region have a common direction of recession. In this case the convex
Ž . w xprogram 1.1 is called degenerate. Abrams 1 proposed a method to solve
Ž .the degenerate problem of the form 1.1 , with the assumption that the
problem is bounded below and that the set
m
qC s 0 fF i
is0
of the vectors of recession of the problem is known. The method relies on
replacing the original problem with a reduced problem defined by project-
Ž .ing the feasible region R and the epigraph of f x onto the orthogonal
complement of the recession cone of the problem. The projection proce-
dure may be repeated in case the reduced problem is still degenerate, until
the objective function and the feasible region of a canonical problem have
no directions in common. One of the difficulties in the above approach is
Ž .that it requires knowledge of the cone of recession of the problem 1.1 .
Also, the reduction procedure is known in only a few cases: posynomial,
geometric programming and quadratic programming and l -approximationp
w x1, 4 . Furthermore, the procedure fails if the objective function strictly
decreases along some direction vector in the cone C. Indeed, if every
Ž .vector in C belongs to the constancy space of f , then the problem 1.1
w xachieves its infimum, which may be determined by the method in 1 . Our
Ž .method of the solution of the problem 1.1 relies on derivation of the
equation of the feasible trajectory such that the infimum of the modified
logarithmic penalty function along this curve is equal to the infimum of
Ž .f x on R. We will call such a curve an infimal trajectory. We do not
Ž .impose any restrictions on the cone of recession of the problem 1.1 .
However, we assume that the direction vector p g C along which the
Ž .function f x strictly decreases is given. We also do not impose an
Ž .assumption on boundedness of f x over R, which implies, in particular,
that the function may be divergent to y‘ along the trajectory. The
method proposed in this paper is an extension of the approach proposed in
w x10 for the unconstrained minimization problem, where we have derived
the equation of the parametrized analytic curve, along which the objective
function converges monotonically to its global infimum.
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
It is well known that if a closed, proper, convex analytic function is
constant along some half-line with a direction vector d, then it is constant
along any half-line with this direction. The set of vectors with the latter
Ž .property forms what is called constancy space of f x , which is denoted by
s w x Ž .D , 7, 11 . A vector s is called a direction of recession of f x if for everyf
Ž . w xx the function f x q ts is a nonincreasing function of t 6, 11 . Since any
proper lower semicontinuous convex function is a closed function, then
w x Ž .Theorem 8.6 11 implies that if f x q ts is nonincreasing for even one
x g Rn, then it is nonincreasing for every x. We assume in this paper that
the intersection of the cones of recession of f and f , i g I, denoted byi
q q s Ž .0 f , and 0 f respectively, is nonempty. The lineality space D of f xi f
q w xmay be defined in terms of the set 0 f 11 as
s n < q q 4D s y g R y g 0 f n y y g 0 f .f
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. i We say that the function f x decreases asymptot-
Ž .ically along the half-line x t s x q ts, t G 0 if it has a finite infimum but
not a minimum along this half-line.
Ž . qii We say that the vector s g 0 f is an asymptotic direction vector if
f has a finite infimum but not a minimum along every half-line with the
direction s. Let Da denote the set of all vectors s with the above property.f
Ž . qiii We say that the vector s g 0 f is a direction of unboundedness, if
the function f is unbounded below along every half-line with the direction
s. The set of all vectors possessing this property will be denoted by Du.f
w x Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1 9 . i If the con¤ex function f x is unbounded below along
nŽ . Ž .the half-line x t s a q ts, t G 0, then for e¤ery x g R , f x is unboundeda
Ž . Ž .below along a half-line x t s x q ts, t G 0 and along a half-line x t s x q
Ž q .ty, t G 0, for any y g rint 0 f .
Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .ii Let us assume that f x g C . Then, if f x asymptotically decreases
Ž .along a half-line x t s a q ts, t G 0, then it also asymptotically decreasesa
along any half-line with the direction s.
Ž . q s u a u aiii 0 f s D jD j D , and D l D s B.f f f f f
Ž . ‘ Ž q . a Ž q .iv If f g C and rint 0 f l D / B, then e¤ery ¤ector s g rint 0 ff
is an asymptotic direction.
LEMMA 2.2. Let us assume that the function f is con¤ex, and f g C‘.
Then f achie¤es an infimum o¤er R if and only if C ; Ds .f
w xProof. The backward implication follows from Corollary 27.3.3 11 . To
prove the forward implication, let us assume that x be the point at which0
the objective function achieves minimum over the region R. Thus for any
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Ž . Ž . ‘s g C, f x q ts s f x for t G 0. Since f g C the latter equation0 0
s simplies that s g D , and consequently C ; D .f f
We assume in the remaining part of this paper that the vector p g Daf
Ž5 5 . sl C p s 1 is given. We also assume that D lC s B. Otherwise, iff
s w xD lC / B, we can apply the algorithm in 7 to determine the constancyf
s Ž s.space D lC or D , and consequently replace the original problem byf f
s Ž sits orthogonal projection onto the constancy space D lC or D ,f f
. Ž .respectively . Since the problem 1.1 has an unattainable infimum, the
cone of recession of the new problem will contain only asymptotic direc-
Ž a. Ž u.tions D and possible directions of unboundedness D , for which, byf f
Lemma 2.1, Da l Du s B. In the lemma below we assume that y g Rn,f f i
i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, are linearly independent, although more specific as-
sumptions on these vectors will be made later. Let us define Y s
Ž . Žny1.=ny , y , . . . , y g R . Let x g R be arbitrary but fixed.1 2 ny1 0
w x nLEMMA 2.3 10 . Let f : R “ R be a con¤ex function assuming finite
n  i4 5 i 5¤alues for all x g R . If there exists a sequence x such that lim x s ‘i“‘
and
lim sup f x i - ‘, 2.1Ž . Ž .
i“‘
 i 5 i 54 qthen an arbitrary cluster point of the sequence x r x belongs to 0 f.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by contradiction. First we note that
since f is finite at all x g Rn, then it is a proper, closed convex function of
 i4 Ž i 5 i 5. qx. Let x satisfy lim x r x s x. Clearly, if x f 0 f , then it belongsˆ ˆi“‘
to the open set Rn _ 0qf . We will prove first that the latter fact and the
Ž .above properties of f x imply that the function f is unbounded from
above along any half-line with the direction x. To this end let us assumeˆ
Ž .that the opposite is true, that is, ’ x, such that f x is bounded from above
qŽ .along the half-line x t s x q tx, t G 0. Since x f 0 f , then ’ t G 0, suchˆ ˆ
Ž . Ž .that f x is increasing along the half-line x t , for t G t. Therefore we
have
lim inf f x q tx - ‘.Ž .ˆ
t“‘
Since f is a proper, closed convex function, then by the second part of
w x Ž .Theorem 8.6 in 11 , f x is a nonincreasing function of t along any line
x q tx for every x g dom f. So, x g 0qf , which contradicts the assumptionˆ ˆ
Ž .and proves that f x is unbounded from above along any half-line with the
direction x.ˆ
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Now, we observe that
x
q’d ) 0, x , G 1 y d « x f 0 f .ˆ0 0¦ ;5 5x
Therefore, any vector x satisfying the latter relation has the property that
along any half-line with the direction vector x, f is unbounded from above.
Ž i. Ž .Let f s lim inf f x . By assumption 2.1 it follows that there existsinf i“‘
 i j4  i4 Ž i j.a subsequence x of the sequence x such that lim f x s f .j“‘ inf
 i4Without loss of generality we will use the symbol x for the subsequence
Ž .satisfying the latter equation. Let us define the half-line x t s t x, t G 0.ˆ ˆ
Ž Ž .. Ž .Since lim f x t s ‘, then for an arbitrarily large but fixed numberˆt “‘
W ) 0, such that
W ) max f 0 q 2, f q 3 , 2.2 4Ž . Ž .inf
Ž Ž .. Žthere exists such t ) 0 that f x t s W. In the case when f s y‘,ˆW W inf
Ž . .the latter inequality is equivalent to W ) f 0 q 2. By continuity of f we
have that
’e ) 0, x y x t F e « f x G W y 1. 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ1 W 1
We assume that e is a sufficiently small number, so that x s 0 does not1
5 Ž .5satisfy the inequality x y x t F e . In the case when this assumptionˆ W 1
is not satisfied, we can simply decrease the value e . We obtain the1
following implication:
x
w x’d g 0, 1 , x y x t F e « x , G 1 y d . 2.4Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆW 1 ¦ ;5 5x
The value d , which satisfies the latter implication, is not unique, and we
define
x
< w xd s inf d d g 0, 1 , x y x t F e « x , G 1 y d .Ž .ˆ ˆinf W 1 ¦ ;½ 55 5x
The value d is well defined, because the infimum is defined over the setinf
Ž .of values d , which by relation 2.4 is nonempty and bounded. From the
 i 5 i 54fact that the sequence x r x converges to x, it follows thatˆ
x i
’ i , ; i ) i , x , G 1 y d . 2.5Ž .ˆd d infi¦ ;inf inf 5 5x
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Let i be such that i ) i and0 0 d inf
i05 5x ) x t q e , 2.6Ž . Ž .ˆ W 1
Ž 5 i0 54 .such an i exists because x is an unbounded sequence .0
ı0In the case when f s y‘, we determine ı G i , such that x satisfiesinf 0 0
ı0f x - 0. 2.7Ž . Ž .
ı0In the case when f ) y‘, the index ı G i is determined so that xinf 0 0
satisfies
ı0f x - f q 1. 2.8Ž . Ž .inf
Ž .From 2.5 , we conclude that
ı0x
x , G 1 y d . 2.9Ž .ˆ infı¦ ;05 5x
ı0The latter inequality implies that any point x defined by x s t x , 0 - t
F 1, satisfies
x
x , G 1 y d .ˆ inf¦ ;5 5x
Let us denote
<B x t , e s x x y x t F e . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆW 1 W 1
From the definition of d , it follows thatinf
x
<B x t , e ; x x , G 1 y d 2.10Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆW 1 inf¦ ;½ 55 5x
and that for e ) e1
x
<B x t , e o x x , G 1 y d . 2.11Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆW inf¦ ;½ 55 5x
ı i ı0 0 0Ž . 5 5 5 5 Ž Ž . .The inequalities 2.6 and x G x imply x f B x t , e . Theˆ W 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .inclusions 2.9 , 2.10 , and 2.11 imply that
ı00, x l B x t , e / B.Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ W 1
The latter relation can be written equivalently as
ı0’t g 0, 1 , such that x s t x , x y x t F e .Ž . Ž .ˆ0 0 0 0 W 1
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Ž .So, relation 2.3 yields
f x G W y 1. 2.12Ž . Ž .0
From the convexity of f we obtain
ı ı0 0f t x F 1 y t f 0 q t f x . 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0
Let us first consider the case when f s y‘. Taking into account Eqs.inf
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.7 , 2.2 , and 2.12 in the inequality 2.13 results in the following
double inequality
W y 1 F f x F 1 y t W y 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
which yields t - 0. The latter conclusion is inconsistent with our earlier0
Ž .assumption that t g 0, 1 . This ends the proof of the lemma in the case0
when f s y‘.inf
Ž . Ž .Now suppose that f is finite. Taking into account Eqs. 2.8 , 2.2 , andinf
Ž . Ž .2.12 in the inequality 2.13 results in the following inequality:
W y 1 F f x F 1 y t W y 2 q t f q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 inf
Ž .Simple calculations along with the use of the inequality 2.2 yields the
contradiction W y 1 F W y 2, which establishes the proof of Lemma 2.3.
n  4LEMMA 2.4. Let f : R “ R, i g I j 0 be con¤ex functions. If therei
 i4exists an unbounded sequence x g R, such that
lim sup f x i - ‘, 2.14Ž . Ž .
i“‘
 i 5 i 54 m qthen an arbitrary cluster point of the sequence x r x belongs to F 0 f .is0 i
 i4Proof. We will prove the lemma by contradiction. Let x satisfy
Ž i 5 i 5.  i4 Ž i.lim x r x s x. We note that x g R implies that lim sup f xˆi“‘ i“‘ j
 4- ‘, j g I. Therefore all functions f , j g I j 0 , satisfy hypotheses ofj
m qLemma 2.3 and consequently x g F 0 f .ˆ js0 j
Remark 1. We note that the result of Lemma 2.4 may be used to
a  4generate a vector p g D l C assuming that the sequence x g R alongf i
which the objective function decrease is given.
From now on we assume that y , i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, is the orthonormali
Ž .Hbasis for the subspace =f x , which will be denoted by Y. The symbol Y0
will be also used to denote the matrix in RŽny1.=n formed by the vectors
Ž .Ty , i s 1, . . . , n y 1, and j s j , . . . , j .i 1 ny1
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LEMMA 2.5. Let us assume that f is con¤ex and f g C‘.
Ž .i Then the function
G j s f x q tp q Y Tj 2.15Ž . Ž .Ž .t 0
achie¤es a minimum o¤er the region
< i TR s j G j s f x q tp q Y j F 0, i s 1, . . . , m 2.16Ž . Ž . 4Ž .t t i 0
for any t G 0.
s Ž .If in addition D s B, then the function G j achie¤es a unique mini-f t
mum o¤er R .t
Ž . sii If C l D s B, then the set of the optimal solutions to thef
Ž . Ž .problem 2.15 ] 2.16 is bounded.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If j t is an optimal solution to the problem 2.15 ] 2.16 , then
lim G j t s inf f x .Ž . Ž .Ž .t
t“‘ xgR
Ž .Proof. i We observe that C , the cone of recession of the problemt
Ž . Ž .  ny1 < T 4 Ž .2.15 ] 2.16 , is given by C s j g R Y j g C . Since y H =f x ,t i 0
; i s 1, . . . , n y 1, then Y Tj g C implies Y Tj g Ds and j g Ds . Thef G
latter conclusion can be written as C ; Ds , so from Lemma 2.2 wet G
Ž . Ž .obtain that the problem 2.15 ] 2.16 attains its minimum. We note that
this part of the lemma remains valid without assumption that f g C‘. This
is because the Lemma 2.2 can be easily restated without assumption that f
is an analytic function.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Part i of the lemma implies that the function G j achieves itst
tminimum over the set R , at some point j . We will show that the set T oft
the optimal solutions to this problem is bounded. If not, then the convexity
tŽ .of the set T implies that there exists a half-line h t s j q ht , t G 0,
h g F m 0qG i, contained in T ; R . Thus the relations Y Th g F m 0qfis1 t t is1 i
and C l Dss B imply that either Y Th g Du j Da or Y Th f 0qf . If thef f f
Ž . Ž .first case holds, then f x strictly decreases along the half-line x t s x0
T t TŽ .q tp q Y h t , which contradicts the assumption that j g T. If Y h f
q Ž .0 f then the function f x strictly increases along this half-line, which
Ž .contradicts the inclusion h t g T , t G 0.
Ž . Ž T Ž ..iii We will show first that f x q tp q Y j t monotonically de-0
creases with respect to t. Let t ) t . Then, since p g Da, we have2 1 f
f x qt pqY Tj t ) f x qt pqY Tj t G f x qt pqY Tj t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 1 0 2 1 0 2 2
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 4 Ž .Suppose that the sequence x g R is minimizing for f x , that is,i
lim f x s inf f x . 2.17Ž . Ž . Ž .i
i“‘ xgR
Each x can be represented uniquely as x s x q t p q Y Tj k, withk k 0 k
t g R.k
 4  4We will show that there exists a subsequence t of the sequence tk kj
 4such that t “ ‘. Let us suppose that the opposite is true, that is,k j
M s sup t - ‘. Since p g 0qf , thenk k
f x qt pqY Tj k G f x qMpqY Tj k G f x qMpqY Tj M , ;k ,Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 k 0 0
Ž . Ž T .where j M s argmin f x q Mp q Y j . Taking k “ ‘ yieldsj g R 0M
Ž T k . Ž T Ž .. alim f x q t p q Y j G f x q Mp q Y j M . Since p g D , thenk “‘ 0 k 0 f
Ž T Ž .. Ž Ž . T Ž ..f x q Mp q Y j M ) f x q M q 1 p q Y j M . The latter two in-0 0
Ž .equalities and the equation 2.17 give
inf f x ) f x q M q 1 p q Y Tj M .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
xgR
Ž . T Ž .Since p g C, then x q M q 1 p q Y j M belongs to R ; R, which0 Mq1
Ž .contradicts the definition of the infimum of f x over R. This completes
 4the proof of the statement that there exists t “ ‘. Without loss ofk j
 4  4generality, we will use the symbol t to denote the subsequence tk k j
Ž .divergent to q‘. It follows from part i of the lemma that the problem
<min G j j g R ,Ž . 4t tk k
Ž . Ž . Ž .where G j and R are defined in 2.15 and 2.16 , respectively, has at tk k
Ž .  < 4solution for every t . Let us define j t s argmin G j g R . We ob-k k t tk k
serve that x s x q t p q Y Tj k ; R impliesk 0 k tk
f x q t p q Y Tj t F f x , ; t G 0. 2.18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 k k k k
Ž .Taking the limit with k “ ‘, of both sides of the inequality 2.18 , proves
that
inf f x s lim G j t ,Ž . Ž .Ž .t kkk“‘xgR
Ž Ž ..which along with the fact that G j t strictly decreases with respect to tt
completes the proof of the lemma.
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3. INFIMAL TRAJECTORY
Ž .The problem of minimizing the function 2.15 with respect to the
Ž .constraints 2.16 is clearly a parametric program. We observe that to find
Ž .an approximate infimum of f x , it is sufficient to solve the problem
Ž . Ž .2.15 ] 2.16 for a sufficiently large value of the parameter t. We will
prove that the sequence of the optimal solutions to the problem
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.15 ] 2.16 can be approximated by the points on the trajectory C t
along which the logarithmic penalty function converges to the global
Ž .infimum of f x with respect to the set R.
Our analysis of the infimal trajectory will be based upon the uncon-
strained minimization technique which exploits the logarithmic penalty
function. Let us define the functions
m




iL t , j s L t , j , t s G j y ln yG j . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýt tt is1
n  4LEMMA 3.1. Assume that the functions f : R “ R, i g I j 0 arei
con¤ex and analytic and C l Dss B. Let us define the functionf
F t s min L t , j , t g R . 3.3 4Ž . Ž . Ž .q
ny1jgR
Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .i F t is well defined, that is, F t ) y‘, ; t G 0, and the minimum
Ž .of the function on the right side of 3.3 exists and is unique for e¤ery t G 0.
Ž . Ž .ii F t is a strictly monotonically decreasing function of t, for t G 0.
Ž . Ž .Proof. i Lemma 2.5 ii assures that the set of points that solve the
Ž . Žproblem of minimizing of G j subject to j g R is bounded in particu-t t
s Ž .lar, if D s B, then part i of the lemma states that the set of optimalf
.solutions consists of one point only ; thus the conditions of Theorem 25 in
w x Ž . Ž .5 are satisfied. Part i of this theorem implies that the function L t, j , r
Ž .has a finite unconstrained minimum j r with respect to j for every
1r ) 0, and t ) 0. Letting r s proves the existence of the minimum of
tŽ .L t, j , for every t G 0.
To prove the uniqueness of the solution we will show that the Hessian
Ž .matrix of L t, j is strictly positive definite. To this end we will use the
w x Ž .result proved in 12 , that any analytic convex function f x can bei
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represented as
² :f x s F c q B x q a , x q d ,Ž . Ž .i i i i i i
where F is strictly convex analytic function, B g R pi=n , c g R pi, andi i i
n w xa g R . It has also been shown in 12 thati
BisD s N ,f Ti ž /ai
Ž . Ž .where N ? denotes the nullspace of the matrix ? . It follows directly that
Ž .the Hessian of L t, j is given by the formula
=2 L t , jŽ .j
m T 2 Ti1 YB = F c q B x B YŽ .i y i i i iT 2 Ts YB = F c q Bx BY yŽ . Ýy t f xŽ .iis1
TT Tm i i1 = F c qB x B Y qYa = F c qB x B Y qYaŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .y i i i i i y i i i i iq ,Ý 2t f xŽ .iis1
T i p i  4 Ž .where x s x q pt q Y j , and y g R , i g I j 0 . Since f x F 0, ; x0 i
g R, i g I, then all three terms in the expression on the right side of the
2 Ž .latter equation are nonnegative. Thus the Hessian matrix = L t, j is notj
Ž .strictly definite semidefinite only if there exists a nonzero vector j
satisfying the system of equations
T T
i 4B Y js0, ; ig I j 0 , = F c qB x B Y qYa js0, ; ig I.Ž .i y i i i i i
T TNote that equation B Y j s 0 implies that a Y j s 0, ; i, soi i
m mBiT sY j g N s D . 3.4Ž .F F fT iž /aiis1 is1
Ž . w ŽSince the raws of the matrix Y are orthogonal to =f x , then = F c q0 y
T T T. xBx B q a Y j s 0, which along with the equation BY j s 0 yields0
T T T s Ž .a Y j s 0. Thus Y j g D , which along with 3.4 contradicts thef
s Ž .assumption that C l D s B, and establishes part i of the lemma.f
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Ž . Ž . Ž .ii We will show that F t - F t if t ) t . It follows from Theorem2 1 2 1
Ž . w x25 vi in 5 that
1 1
min L t , j , ) min L t , j , .1 1ž / ž /ny1 ny1t txgR jgR1 2
Let j 1, j 2, and j 3 be such that
1 1
1L t , j , s min L t , j , , 3.5Ž .1 1ž / ž /ny1t tjgR1 1
1 1
2L t , j , s min L t , j , 3.6Ž .1 1ž / ž /ny1t tjgR2 2
and
1 1
3L t , j , s min L t , j , . 3.7Ž .2 2ž / ž /ny1t tjgR2 2
We will prove first that
1 1
2 2L t , j , - L t , j , . 3.8Ž .2 1ž / ž /t t2 2
To this end we will show that
m1 1
2 T 2 T 2L t , j , s f x q t p q Y j y ln yf x q t p q Y jŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý2 0 2 i 0 2ž /t t2 2 is1
m1
T 2 T 2- f x q t p q Y j y ln yf x q t p q Y jŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý0 1 i 0 1t2 is1
1
2s L t , j , . 3.9Ž .1ž /t2
We observe that assumption that p g C l Da impliesf
f x q t p q Y Tj 2 - f x q t p q Y Tj 2 3.10Ž .Ž . Ž .0 2 0 1
and
f x q t p q Y Tj 2 F f x q t p q Y Tj 2 , 3.11Ž .Ž . Ž .j 0 2 j 0 1
Ž . Ž . w xi s 1, 2, . . . , m. Furthermore, the equation 3.6 and Theorem 25 i in 5
imply that j 2 g int R , which yieldst1
f x q t p q Y Tj 2 - 0, j s 1, . . . , m. 3.12Ž .Ž .j 0 1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .The inequalities 3.10 ] 3.12 prove that inequality 3.9 , and consequently
Ž . Ž . w xinequality 3.8 , holds. Now, by Theorem 25 vi in 5 , we have
1 1
2 1L t , j , - L t , j , . 3.13Ž .1 1ž / ž /t t2 1
The definition of j 3 gives
1 1
3 2L t , j , F L t , j , . 3.14Ž .2 2ž / ž /t t2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Relations 3.3 , 3.5 , and 3.7 yield
1 1
1F t s min L t , j , s L t , j , ,Ž .1 1 1ž / ž /ny1 t tjgR 1 1
1 1
3F t s min L t , j , s L t , j , .Ž .2 2 2ž / ž /ny1 t tjgR 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now inequalities 3.14 , 3.8 , and 3.13 imply
1 1
3 1L t , j , - L t , j , ,2 1ž / ž /t t2 1
Ž . Ž .which can be written equivalently as F t - F t .2 1
We note that the equality
m1
iF t s L t , j s G j y ln yG jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýt tt is1
holds if and only if j satisfies the equation
m T1 Y = f x q tp q Y jŽ .x i 0T= L t , j s Y = f x q tp q Y j y s 0.Ž . Ž . Ýj x 0 Tt f x q tp q Y jŽ .i 0is1
3.15Ž .
Ž .For every value of t the equation 3.15 consists of n y 1 equations with
n y 1 unknown variables j , . . . , j .1 ny1
Ž .In the remaining part of the paper we assume that the function L t, j
satisfies the following second order sufficiency condition
n T 2; tgR , ;jgR , = L t , j s0 « j = L t , j j)0, ;j/0,Ž . Ž .q j j
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Ž .which can be expressed in terms of the function f x and its derivatives as
m1 = f xŽ .x in T; y , x g R , y / 0, y = f x y s 0 «Ž . Ýx t f xŽ .iis1
T2m1 = f x f x y = f x = f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .x i i x i x iT 2y = f x y y ) 0, 3.16Ž . Ž .Ýx 2t f xŽ .iis1
Twhere x s x q tp q Y j .0
We note that the Lemma 3.1 remains valid if the assumption that
s Ž .D lC s B is replaced with the less restrictive condition 3.16 .f
In the theorem below we will prove that there exists an analytic function
Ž . Ž . Ž .x t s C t , such that the infimum of f x along the curve is equal to the
Ž .global infimum of f x over R.
Ž .  4THEOREM 3.1. i If f , i g I j 0 are con¤ex and analytic, then therei
Ž .exists a unique analytic function h t , which is a trajectory of unconstrained
Ž . Ž .minima of L t, j . Furthermore, deri¤ati¤es of all orders of h t can be
Ž Ž ..obtained by subsequent differentiation of = L t, h t s 0 with respect to t.j
Ž . Ž . T Ž .ii The parametrized cur¤e C t s x q tp q Y h t satisfies0
m1
lim F t s lim f C t y ln yf C t s lim L t , h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý itt“‘ t“‘ t“‘is1
s inf f x . 3.17Ž . Ž .
xgR
Ž . Ž .Proof. i The condition 3.16 implies that the Hessian matrix of
Ž . Ž . Ž .L t, j is positive definite at the point t, j satisfying Eq. 3.15 . Since the
Ž . Ž .system of n y 1 equations in n variables j , . . . , j , t in 3.15 has an1 ny1
2 Ž .invertible Jacobian matrix = L t, j , then by the implicit function theo-j
nw x Ž .rem 13 there exist open sets U g R and W ; R , with j , t g U andq
t g W, having the following property: To every t g W, there corresponds a
Ž . Ž .unique j such that j , t g U and = L t, j s 0. Furthermore, if this j isj
1 ny1Ž . Ž .defined to be h t , then h is a C -mapping of W into R , h t s j , and
= L t , h t s 0, ; t g W .Ž .Ž .j
Differentiating the latter equation with respect to t yields
m1 Y = f h tŽ .Ž .x i 02 TY = f h t Y h9 t q p qŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ýx 0 2 f h tt Ž .Ž .i 0is1
T2m1 = f h t f h t y = f h t = f h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x i 0 i 0 x i 0 x i 0y Y Ý 2t f h tŽ .Ž .i 0is1
= Y T h9 t q p s 0, 3.18Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž . T Ž . Ž .where h t s x q tp q Y h t . By the assumption 3.16 the matrix0 0
2 2= L t , j s Y = f h tŽ . Ž .Ž .j x i 0
T2m1 = f h t f h t y= f h t = f h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x i 0 i 0 x 0 x i 0 Ty Y ,Ý 2t f h tŽ .Ž .i 0is1
Ž . Ž .has an inverse, so the equation 3.18 can be solved for h9 t
y12 2h9 t s y = L t , j Y = f h tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .j x 0
T2m1 = f h t f h t y= f h t = f h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x i 0 i 0 x i 0 x i 0y Y pÝ 2t f h tŽ .Ž .i 0is1
m1 = f h tŽ .Ž .x i 0q Y .Ý2 f h tt Ž .Ž .i 0is1
Ž .This proves that the derivative of h t with respect to t exists for t g W
1 n Žand is a C -mapping of W into R . We note that the existence and
Ž .continuity of h9 t follows also from the implicit function theorem; how-
.ever, for the completeness of the proof we include this argument as well.
Ž .Now, differentiation of Eq. 3.18 with respect to t yields
2 2d= L t , h t d Y = f h tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .j x 02h9 t q = L t , h t h0 t qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .jdt dt
T2m1 = f h t f h t y= f h t = f h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x i 0 i 0 x i 0 x i 0y d Y p rdtÝ 2t f h tŽ .Ž .i 0is1
m1 Y = f h tŽ .Ž .x i 0qd rdt s 0Ý2 f h tt Ž .Ž .i 0is1
Ž .The existence of h0 t is assured by the existence of the inverse of the
2 Ž Ž ..Hessian matrix = L t, h t . Continuing the above process it is possible toj
Žk .Ž . Ž i.obtain explicitly all derivatives h t in terms of the derivatives h
Ž .  4i s 1, . . . , k y 1 , and partial derivatives of the functions f , j g I j 0 ,j
‘ Ž .of degrees i s 1, . . . , k q 1. Since f g C , then part i of the theoremj
follows.
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Ž . Ž .ii In Lemma 2.5 ii we proved that the set of optimal solutions to the
Ž . Ž .problem 2.15 ] 2.16 is bounded for every t. Thus the assumptions of
Ž . w xTheorem 25 iv of 5 are satisfied, which yields that for any fixed t ) 0k
1
klim L t , j t , s min G j , 3.19Ž . Ž . Ž .k tkž /tt“‘ jgRtk
1kŽ . Ž .where j t denotes the point of unconstrained minimum of L t , j ,k t
Ž .with respect to j . Lemma 2.5 iii shows that
lim f x q t p q Y Tj t s inf f x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .0 k k
k“‘ xgR
Ž . Ž . Ž .where j t is an optimal solution to the problem 2.15 ] 2.16 .
It follows from the latter equation that
inf f x s lim min G j , 3.20Ž . Ž . Ž .tkk“‘xgR jgRtk
Ž .which, using Eq. 3.19 , yields
1
klim lim L t , j t , s inf f x .Ž . Ž .kž /tk“‘ t“‘ xgR
Ž .It follows from the equation 3.20 that
;e ) 0, ’k , ;k G k , 0 - min G y inf f x - e . 3.21Ž . Ž .tk
jgR xgRtk
1kŽ . Ž Ž . .Equation 3.19 , along with the fact that for every fixed t , L t , j t , isk k t
Ž Ž . w x.monotonically decreasing with respect to t see Theorem 25 vi in 5 ,
yields
1
k;d ) 0, ’ t , ; t ) t , 0 F L t , j t , y min G - d .Ž .d d k tkž /t jgRtk
3.22Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Taking d s e in 3.22 and adding inequalities in 3.21 and 3.22 gives
1
k;e ) 0, ’k , ’ t , ;k G k , ; t G t , 0 F L t , j t , y inf f x - 2e .Ž . Ž .e e kž /t xgR
If for given e ) 0, t ) t , then we substitute t [ t ; otherwise, i.e., ifk e e k
˜ ˜t - t , we find the smallest index k, such that t ) t , and take k [ k.˜k e k e
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The latter modification leads to the relation
1
k;e ) 0, ’k , ;k G k , 0 F L t , j t , y inf f x - 2e ,Ž . Ž .k kž /t xgRk
which proves that
lim L t , j k t s inf f x .Ž . Ž .Ž .k k
k“‘ xgR
Ž . Ž kŽ .. Ž .Since F t s L t , j t and F t is a strictly decreasing function of tk k k
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .see Lemma 3.1 ii , and lim t s ‘, then lim F t s lim F t ,k “‘ k k “‘ k t “‘
which implies
lim F t s inf f x .Ž . Ž .
t“‘ xgR
Ž .This completes the proof of the equalities in 3.17 .
Ž .In the lemma below we will show that the curve x s C t does not
depend on the choice of the vector p, as long as the vector p is in the cone
of recession C and it belongs to Da.f
Let
n < TH t s x g R x s x q tp q Y j , i s 1, 2, t G 0.Ž .  4i 0 i
Ž . Ž .Let C t and C t denote two parametrized curves constructed for two1 2
different vectors p , p g C l Da. It follows that1 2 f
C t s x q tp q Y T hi t , i s 1, 2, 3.23Ž . Ž . Ž .i 0 i
where




T TL t , j s f x q tp q Y j y ln yf x q tp q Y j .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýi 0 i j 0 it js1
Ž . a Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.2. i If p , p g C l D , then C t and C t defined in1 2 f 1 2
Ž . Ž .3.23 ] 3.24 are equi¤alent representations of the same parametrized cur¤e.
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Ž . aii For a gi¤en x g R and p g C l D there is exactly one cur¤e0 f
Ž . T Ž .satisfying C t s x q tp q Y h t g R where0
< < ny1h t sargmin L t , j jgH t lint R sargmin L t , j jgR , 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i
Ž .  n < T ny14with H t s x g R x s x q tp q Y j , j g R , t G 0, passing through0
Ž .x . The cur¤e satisfies Eq. 3.17 .0
Ž . Ž .Proof. i Note that for a fixed value of t, H t , i s 1, 2, represents ai
linear manifold and
; t g R , ’ t g R , H t s H t . 3.25Ž . Ž . Ž .1 q 2 q 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .Equalities 3.23 ] 3.25 yield
C t s C tŽ . Ž .1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .so C t and C t are equivalent representations of the same parametrized1 2
Ž .curve. Since relation 3.25 is symmetric with respect to t and t , it follows1 2
that there is a unique correspondence between the points on the curves
Ž . Ž . Ž .C t and C t . This ends the proof of part i of the lemma.1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Lemma 2.1 ii implies that f x is strictly decreasing along a
Ž . nhalf-line x t s x q tp, t G 0, for any x g R . Therefore replacing the0 0 0
initial point x with another point x requires one to redefine the vectors0 1
 Ž .4Hy , . . . , y as the orthonormal basis for the subspace =f x . Thus all1 ny1 1
Ž . Žresults proved for x remain valid for the function G j s f x q tp q0 t 1
T . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y j and respectively modified functions L t, j , F t and C t , and the
Ž . slinear manifold H t . Furthermore, since C l D s B, Lemma 3.1 im-f
Ž .plies that the curve C t is uniquely defined.
4. EXAMPLE AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
We will illustrate the method proposed in Section 3 with the example of
the problem with two constraints in two variables.
Let us consider the problem
1
min f x sŽ .
x q 11
subject to
f x s yx q x F 1Ž .1 1 2
f x s yx F y2.Ž .2 2
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Ž .T Ž .T Ž . Ž .T Ž .We have p s 1, 0 , x s 0, 0 , =f 0 s y1, 0 , Y s 0, 1 . Therefore,0
1 1 1
min L t , j s min y ln 1 q t y j y ln j y 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /ny1 t q 1 t tjgxgR
1 1
= L t , j s y s 0.Ž .j t 1 q t y j t j y 2Ž . Ž .
The latter equation yields
1
j s h t s t q 3 .Ž . Ž .
2
1 TŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Finally C t s t, t q 3 , which yields lim L t, h t s 0 and con-t “‘2
Ž Ž ..sequently inf 1r x q 1 s 0.x g R 1
Concluding, the aim of this paper is to show that for a convex program
Ž .1.1 with unattained infimum and for a given initial feasible point, there
Ž .exists a unique parametrized curve C t , along which the logarithmic
Ž .penalty function converges to the infimum of the function f x over the
region R. We show that if all functions defining the program are analytic,
Ž .then C t is an analytic function as well. We also prove that an approxi-
Ž .mate solution to the degenerate program 1.1 can be determined by
solving the auxiliary parametric problem, defined in Lemma 2.5, for a
sufficiently large value of the parameter t.
The performance of the proposed method was investigated on a number
of convex constrained problems with unattained minimum. The application
of the classical methods, such as the steepest descent or the gradient
projection methods, fails to provide a sequence convergent to the con-
strained infimum in these problems. The results obtained for all tested
problems seem to be promising, which suggests that the method proposed
in this paper deserves more study both from the theoretical and the
computational points of view.
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